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L=∞~ü YÜ«∂ºO
(Omar Khayyam)
Omar Khayyám ; born Ghiyath ad-Din Abu’lFath Umar ibn Ibrahim al-Khayyam Nishapuri
(18 May 1048–4 December 1131), was a Persian mathematician,
astronomer, philosopher and poet, who is widely considered to be
one of the most influential scientists of the middle ages. He wrote
numerous treatises on mechanics, geography, mineralogy and
astronomy.
The Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám (Persian) is the title
that Edward FitzGerald gave to his translation of a selection of poems,
originally written in Persian and numbering about a thousand,
attributed to Omar Khayyam (1048–1131), a ,mathematician, and A
ruba’i is a two-line stanza with two parts (or) per line, hence the
word rubáiyát (derived from the Arabic language root for “four”),
meaning “quatrains”.
Rubai (Persian) is a poem, or verse of a poem, consisting of
four lines. It refers specifically to a Persian quatrain, or its derivative
form in English and other languages. The plural form of the word,
rubaiyat, often anglicised as rubaiyat, is used for a collection of such
quatrains. There are a number of possible rhyme schemes to the
rubaiyat form, e.g. AABA, AAAA. In Persian verse, the ruba’i is
usually written as a four-line (or two-couplet) poem, with rhymes at
the middle and end of each line.

L=∞~ü YÜ«∂ºO (X=∞~ü YÜ«∂ºO-Omar Khayyam - Ghiyath ad
din Abul Fat, Umar ibn Ibrahim al Khayyam Nishapuri) (18-5-1048 to
4-12-1131)

Ñ¨i¬Ü«∞<£ QÆ}˜`« âßG"Õ`«Î, YQÀà◊ âßGA˝_»∞, "Õ^•Ou, Hõq.

=∞^èºŒ Ü«ÚQÆOÖ’ (5th to 15th Century) [~À=∞<£ ™ê„=∂[º Ñ¨`<« å#O`«~O°
(Antiquity, Medieval, Modern) #∞Oz Ñ¨Ù#~°∞r˚=# (Renaissance) Ü«ÚQÆO,
Age of Discovery =~°‰õΩ J~Ú^Œ∞, Ñ¨k¿ÇÏ#∞ â◊`åÉÏÌÅ =∞^èŒº HÍÅO] âßG
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qHÍ™êxH˜ áê@∞Ñ¨_#ç "åiÖ’ =ÚY∞º_çQÍ, W™ê¡q∞H± ã¨ﬁ~°Ü
‚ Ú« QÆOÖ’ =ÚY∞º_çQÍ
Ñ¨iQÆ}O˜ K«|_ç<å_»∞. Mechanics, Geography, Mineralogy, Astronomy ÅÖ’
J<ÕHõ ã≤^•úO`« „QÆO^ä•Å∞ „"åã≤ „Ñ¨ã≤kúÔHH˜¯<å_»∞.
XHõÑÊ¨ \˜ Ñ¨i¬Ü∂« , <Õ\ ˜ Dâß#º W~å<£Ö’x xëêÑ¨Ó~üÖ’ [x‡Oz<å_»∞.
ã¨=∞~üYO_£Ö’ (ÉÏÖò¯-PÑ¶x…¨ ™êÎ<)£ q^•ºÉèÏº™ê#O`«~O° , '|∞MÏ~å—Ö’ ã≤~÷ Ñ° _¨ <ç å_»∞.
~°∞ÉÏÜ«∞`ü- (~°∞ÉÏÜ≥∞-^À ÉÏ`≥, ~Ô O_»∞ =∂@Å∞, <åÅ∞QÆ∞ =ÚHõ¯Å∞).
^•^•Ñ¨Ù "Õ~Ú ~°∞ÉÏÜ«∞`«∞Å#∞ L=∞~ü YÜ«∂ºO „"å™ê_»O\Ï~°∞. ~°∞ÉÏ JO>Ë
<åÅæ==O`«∞. ~°∞ÉÏ~Ú- <åÅ∞QÆ∞ =ÚHõ¯Å∞. Four Lines (Quartains).
~°∞ÉÏ~ÚÅ ã¨OHõÅ#O ~°∞ÉÏÜ«∞`ü.
Thomas Hyde `˘Å∞^˘ÅÎ "≥Å∞QÆ∞Ö’H˜ `≥zÛ<å, Edward FitzGerald
(1809-1883) J#∞"å^ŒO „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK« „Ñ¨ã≤kúÔHH˜¯Ok.
L=∞~ü YÜ«∂ºO#∞ H˘O^Œ~°∞ ã¨∂Ñ¶‘ "Õ^•OuQÍ, =∞Ç¨Ï=∞‡^Œ∞ „Ñ¨=HõÎ
J#∞Ü«∂Ü«Ú_çQÍ ÉèÏq¿ãÎ =∞iH˘O^Œ~°∞ J`«_çx ¿ÇÏ`«∞"åkQÍ `«ÅáÈã≤<å~°∞.
ã¨∂Ñ¶‘ ã¨O„Ñ¨^•Ü«∂xﬂ J#∞ã¨iOz Hõq`åﬁxﬂ „"åã≤# "åiÖ’ L=∞~ü YÜ«∂ºO
(1048-1131)† Ñ¶s¨ ^Œ∞nÌ<£ J`«~Î ü (1110-1221) (Ñ¨‰Ω∆õ Åã¨É)íè † [ÖÏÅ∞nÌ<£
~°∂q∞ (1207-1273) (=∞ã¨ﬂq) =ÚY∞ºÅ∞.

Rubai
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^Œ∞=Óﬁi ~åq∞Ô~_ç¤
(1895 - 1947)

'HõqHÀH˜Å— ^Œ∞=Óﬁi ~åq∞Ô~_ç¤ =º=™êÜ«∞^•~°∞Å ‰õΩ@∞O|OÖ’
<≥Å∂¡~°∞ Ñ¨@ì}OÖ’ [x‡Oz<å_»∞.
1918Ö’ =#‰õΩ=∂i, 1919Ö’ Hõ$+‘=Å∞_»∞`À „áê~°OÉèí=∞~Ú#
~åq∞Ô~_ç¤ Hõq`å"≥·^Œ∞+¨ºO- 'áê#âßÅ— - L=∞~ü YÜ«∂ºO ~°∞ÉÏÜ«∞`üÅ`À
tY~å#ﬂO\˜Ok. áê#âßÅ (1935), Ñ¨e`«ˆHâ◊=Ú (1944), #Å*Ï~°=∞‡,
ã¨ﬁ`«O„`« ~°^äŒO, Jyﬂ „Ñ¨"Õâ◊=Ú J`«_ç =ÚYº ~°K«#Å∞. `«# ÉèÏ~°º
=∞~°}Ï#O`«~°O „"åã≤# ã¨‡ $uw`«O ZO`À ÉèÏ=ÙHõ`« Hõey#k.
`≥Å∞QÆ∞ K«Å#z„`« Ñ¨i„â◊=∞Ö’ J_»∞QÆ∞Éˇ\ ˜ì áê@Å∞, ã¨OÉèÏ+¨}Å∞
„"åã≤<å_»∞. ÉÏÖÏl (1939)-ã¨OÉèÏ+¨}Å∞, #Å^Ò`«ºO (1939)-áê@Å∞
„"åã≤<å_»∞.
ã¨Oã¨¯ $`«O, J~°aH± ÉèÏ+¨Å #∞O_ç J#∞"å^Œ ~°K#« Å∞, YO_» HÍ"åºÅ∞,
'ÃÇ·Ï^Œ~åÉÏ^£ Ñ¨~°º@#— J<Õ Ü«∂„`å „QÆO^ä•xﬂ ~°zOz<å_»∞.
PO„^èŒ =∞Ç¨ Ñ¨i+¨`,ü q[Ü«∞"å_» "å~°∞ 1929Ö’ ^Œ∞=Óﬁi ~åq∞Ô~_ç¤
QÍiH˜ 'HõqHÀH˜Å— J<Õ a~°∞^Œ∞xzÛ ã¨`«¯iOz<å~°∞. ~åq∞Ô~_ç¤ QÍi ~°K«#ÅÖ’
'áê#âßÅ— ZO`À „Ñ¨ã≤kúÔHH˜¯#k.
'JO`«=Ú ÖËx Éèí∞=#=∞O`« Ñ¨Ù~å`«# áêO^èŒâßÅ—- ÖÏO\˜ Ñ¨^•ºÅ∞
P<å_»∞ PÉÏÅQÀáêÅO <À\˜Ö’ P_»∞`«∞O_Õq, <å z#ﬂ<å\˜ ~ÀAÖ’¡.
1927 ÃãÃÑOì |~°∞ <≥ÅÖ’ „áê~°OaèOz# áê#âßÅÖ’x H˘xﬂ Ñ¨^•ºÅ∞
'ÉèÏ~°u— Ñ¨„uHõÖ’ „Ñ¨K«∞iOÑ¨|_ç#q.
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`å#∞ K«kq# Ñ¨Ùã¨HÎ Oõ Ö’ 692 ~°∞ÉÏ~¸Å∞#ﬂ=x, Z‰õΩ¯= Ñ¨^•ºÅÖ’
XˆH~°Hõ"≥∞ÿ# ÉèÏ==ÚO_»∞@ KÕ`« "å\˜x `«yæOz 125 Ñ¨^•ºÅ ã¨OÑ¨Ù\˜QÍ,
H˘O`« ã¨ﬁ`«O„`« ÉèÏ==ºH©HÎ ~õ }
° O`À PO„nèHiõ OKå#x ^Œ∞=Óﬁi ~åq∞Ô~_ç¤ QÍ~°∞
„"åã≤<å~°∞.
`≥Å∞QÆ∞O^À@Å Ñ¨K«Ûhà◊¡ ##∞~°H˜ÎO ÉÏ#âßÅ „Ñ¨u
+¨ªÅ∞ QÍqOz YÜ«∂=Ú HÍ=º~°ã¨ ÉèÏO_»O|∞Öò, QÆ∞ÖÏcÅ∞, |∞
Å∞ƒe Ñ≤@ìÖò, =∞^èŒ∞áê# áê„uHõÅ∞ ™⁄OÑ¨ÙÖò Q˘Å∞Ê ™êdÜ«Ú, Éèí∂
`«Å <åHõO ÉÁ#iOÑ¨ xeÊ ~°ã≤HÍO„^èŒ „Ñ‘u QÍqOzu<£
Jx Hõq ^Œ∞=Óﬁi ~åq∞Ô~_ç¤ QÍ~°∞ 10-8-1934 # ÃÑ=∂‡Ô~_çá¤ êà‹=Ú
#∞O_ç „Ñ¨Hõ\ ˜Oz<å~°∞.
Duvvuri Ramireddy (1895–1947) was an eminent Telugu
poet. He was born in a farmers family in Nellore district of Andhra
Pradesh. He won many laurels including the title Kavikokila in 1929
by the Andhra Maha Parishad, Vijayawada. RamiReddy wrote ,
Kandakavyas and also translated romantic poetry from Sanskrit and
Arabic. Besides he provided Lyrics and Dialogues to Telugu films.
He also wrote “Hyderabad Paryatana” in Telugu language.
Literary works
Duvvuri Ramireddy started his literary career with his 1918
poetry Vanakumari. Krishivaludu (The Tiller of the Land) followed it
in 1919. His well known work Paanasala the translation of The
Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám, was published in 1935. His other works
include Palitakesamu (1944), Nalajaramma, Swatantra Radham and
Agnipravesamu. He also wrote and elegy on the death of his wife
expressing his inconsolable grief.
Duvvuri has also worked in Telugu film industry as lyricist
and dialogue writer. He provided dialogues to movies like Balaji
(1939, remade 1960 as with dialogue by Aathreya). He also provided
lyrics to 1939 movie Nala Doutyamu.
(Wiki Notes)
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THE TAVERN
(PANA SALA)
1
Surge, o vinum amans! Wake up, o wine lover! Come and fill the jar,
With grape wine; See! So Picturesque all directions near and far,
-“ Time overtakes, before you fill the life-pot with desires of Amor ”Said a voice, yesterday morning, in a wine-house, with door ajar.
2
As though Aurora won the fight over the star studded night
And hoisted her victory crimson flag in the direction East white,
Awake; lift your eyelids like the tender lovely lotuses bright
And you know, how a girl in love half-closes her eyes but slight.
3
Life is a quick stream of Mercury; you cannot hold it long in your hand,
Pour me a glass of your best wine; in turmoil is my mind; understand
Wakefulness dies conquered by rich sleep; the embers of youth demand
The waters of life; my dear, open your eyes and raise, in grace grand
4
Blown are the flower scented winds all over the fields, dear,
This state is transient; Fill the glasses with drink, sweet and bitter,
This moment is a rented tent, flees with the wind severe
Never comes back again; believe me this is the truth, wherever!
5
See! The bright East is gleaming white, on its face spread locks black,
Dear! Fill the bottles with the leftover drinks of yester night, quick
Draw me a glass of wine, why bother about tomorrow and its talk
When you have a rich today at hand, enjoy it in full tide and break.

9

6

7

8

9

10

10

6
Young sun with his golden threaded net captured tight
The mighty king’s palace high towers and to have day light
Khusro filled the glass with red wine dazzling bright,
Thought everybody, in the light of morning bout delight.
7
All the blooming roses are my beloved ones, saying that, once
The jealous cloud poured screens of rain to hide their countenance
O dear! Fill the glass with bubbling ruby wine; one star since
Then closed its eyes in demise or surprise, in the sky of life, perchance
8
Long died desires born again, and the New Year bloom
Arrived in pomp; people revelled in rosewater drinks boom.
Like Moses white-hands the woods groomed their branches abloom,
In the direction of Christ, this earth got revived with light loom .
9
My beloved one! The new-year mist did settle over the rose face.
In the heart’s sod, one can see the footsteps of an young lady grace
Why bother about the yesterday’s pains, ride well today’s joy race,
Come! Let us walk along the river banks and green fields at brace.
10
Know that this Time becomes our grave
This Universe is our tent to enjoy and rave
So let’s hold the golden wine jars together, crave
To capture the ancient truth, my dear, and save!

11

11

12

13

14

15

12

11
Why dear! Go to a secret place beyond the boundaries of imagination hues,
Leaving the friends, relatives, the wine drawn from the sweet sugarcane juice,
And the garden of spring; Let me tell you my thought; the flowers in the throes
Of twilight zone wilt but not bloom again, believe me, O my girl in deep blues!
12
Time, a scissors called day and night, cut your cloth of life sans emotion
Sprinkles dust and rubble on your face without a glint of compassion
So enjoy this moment; even you leave this world, nothing alters its motion
The cycle of day and night continue without any change or commotion.
13
The early clouds of spring when they touch the cheeks of the blue sky
Moistens them ruby red, Come hither dear, these sweet hours go fly;
Let my thirst quenched by the sweet wine, who knows this fabulous shy
Grassland looks green today, shall be shining morrow over me serene and dry.
14
Where once the great Bah-ram enjoyed his festivities and feast
There now roam fierce lions with fear least, vixen breeds its beast;
The king who hunted the wild elephants got hunted by the time priest
And sleeps in his tomb without pomp and measure of uncertain heist
15
Alas! How many mighty human necks were severed dozen a dime
By the unkind cut of the time prompt; youth, beauty, grace sublime
All spent force; how many fruits dropped dead during their prime?
How many flower buds did go waste, count, before their bloom time?

13

16

17

18

19

20

14

16
You and me the difference you find only in this world
Never in that nether world; saint and savage old
Beggar and big rich noble, sit in the same line untold
Eat the dust in that feast of no distinct clay, behold!
17
The locks that dance on her dazzling face, Are they the tacks incessant
That hurt the feet grace? Her eye brows why are they inconsistent?
The broken spherical towers, are they the heads of the kings’ non content
Of the yester years or the marauding fingers of the vizier resilient?
18
The melodious rumblings of the streams that run in sway
Do not tread harsh on the light green grass of its banks clay
Nature donned the beautiful lips of angels in the flowers gay
The elegant tender slow moving earth particles reborn as them to play.
19
How beautiful and crimson the roses in this garden clothe
Might be some bleeding king was buried here underneath.
Those blue bells look gregarious and gorgeous breathe
Like the beauty spot on her radiant moon face bequeath.
20
Past is past, dear, cannot be seen by the mortal vision,
Future is uncertain and full of doubt and suspicion,
Present is the only choice to enjoy without derision,
No place here for melancholy, fill my glass, no interruption.

15

21

22

23

24

25

16

21
Like the flowing water in a stream, some dry wind in a desert
Another day passed without much ado in a row spurt into dirt
As long as life stays in our bodies, my consort, let us enjoy the concert
Why bother about the shapeless tomorrow and the dead yesterday’s hurt?
22
This life is a lamp in the whirl-wind and perishes fast;
Hand over me, Quick! A glassful of that sweet wine blast
Enough for me to revive my sagging spirit in a desert vast;
It is the panacea for the withered life; it is my resort last,
23
It is delightful time; with pleasurable sweet scents of heaven
Descended with the evening winds upon the lovely rose garden
Rained tears of joy; the Bulbul bird sang to the roses in jubilation
About their rose lips as though reddened with pure red ruby wine
24
Moonlight filled the world in all directions, the beautiful mind vine
In full bloom rained smiles; Kindly hand over that flask of sweet wine;
O dear, I heard the timeless anecdote that death burns the entire fine
Fruits of labour, it has thrown the burning cinders into the stack of grain
25
In this bonbon season, in the palace of moonstone
Enjoy the time with your beloved with a glass of wine benign,
Time does pass away without your notice; the brutish nature of olden
Days does disintegrate, my dear, in the delight of relishing this sweet wine.

17

26

27

28

29

30

18

26
Camphor’s effervescence and its radiance did shine
On Silver flowers blooming bright on night’s dress edges fine:
You won’t get such a pleasurable timelessness, enjoy the solemn wine
Who knows when gleams on our graves mounds, the moonlight divine?
27
This life’s caravan moves in strange unknown paths of lore
In that tedious journey, enough a wink of sleep, what happiness more
I need? Hand over me the flask of wine dear, to fill my thirst store
This night is past moving, why bother about that hidden morrow sore?
28
In this pleasant moonshine, give me a goblet of your intoxicating wine
I shall be the doubly fortunate one, offering divorce to my religion fine
And intelligence foursome, and shall bring the daughter of grape train
To my bed that denies her love on me like a mendicant divine, in vain;
29
When i am in my senses alert, a chance of hearing words harsh;
In total intoxication, my intellects get numb and perish
The intermediate state, the most pleasurable one i relish
To that life i am a slave and enjoy my days in high spirits, till finish.
30
Everyday i think about it and during nights i started repenting
This time i must put a stop to this continuous spree of drinking
But postpone it for the next day, thus passed many days, arrived spring,
Now everywhere roses bloom, seeing it how can i let grief coming?

19

31

32

33

34

35

20

31
As though the twinkling stars dropped many precious pearls as rain,
Dazzling dew drops did slide over the beautiful red rose petals fine;
To the early spring morning she looked like a maiden, in this garden;
Dear! Come near, enjoy the day, once gone, it won’t come back again!
32
Vegetation bloomed in golden yellow giving pleasure to the onlookers; Hence
Enjoy their daintiness, for they wilt and drop into the dust in four, five days
Dear beloved, pluck those flowers and enjoy their exquisiteness and fragrance
Even in hell, you shall have no worries, if you get intoxicated in this wine brace.
33
The secret sufferings of separation shall go away today or tomorrow for sure
The line of fortune shall never overlook you; spring season is nearby; secure
Your beloved waiting there in the garden longing for you with her heart pure
Dear friend, go and celebrate, leave those vain thoughts at once and endure
34
Our dear life is that of a tender flower, so unpredictable
Let us spend the time in songs and revelry, of glee and noble
And drink the sweet waters of the boisterous streams of life able
O dear beloved, by throwing aside this burden of life on to a stable
35
Enjoying the embraces of the silly mellowing winds, the rose garden
Emanated its fragrance fair; the nectar drunk bulbul is quite in its den
Why delay? Come fill this glass to brim; let us drink to our joy, dear maiden
Before we both wither and drop to the dust like those flowers of life’s burden.

21

36

37

38

39

40

22

36
‘Do not touch anything but the deep red ruby wine’Thus sang sweet, that nightingale in its tunes of divine
The flowery shrub too with her tender flower lips spoken fine
‘Come, enjoy the festivities for three days, in our homes, un-confine’37
Nature decided upon conducting a flower show in the intricate paths
Of these scintillating woods; so do not speak that insipid metaphysics;
Our lives are, after all a festival of three days, come, look at those bushes
With full of lovely flowers, living on the edge of the roaring streams, fearless;
38
A goblet full of glorious wine, a delectable piece of tender meat
A fine bread loaf buttered on both sides, a beautiful maiden sweet
Playing Indian harp melodiously is available, which idiot of street
Wishes for the luxuries of a king in this desolate jungle interior heat?
39
Green meadows, rustling streams, leisure moments, a heavenly born
Nymph like companion, a great book of lore, crimson ruby red wine,
If available at hand, people run off the slavery of temples and mosques fine,
Live happily ever after with awakened pleasures of life without any pain.
40
With these mundane activities you do gain nothing but nothing,
Before you lose all of your precious lives, satisfy the dribbling
Desires of your companions in these flowery subtle shrub housing
And enjoy the nectar remained in the blooming flowers of this spring.

23

41

42

43

44

45

24

41
Give up the arguments and grant me the glorious wine in abundance;
The entire kingdom of Mohammad comes no near to its magnificence;
The flute song of David enlightened the universe in pure bright essence,
Do not gamble away today’s fun for the uncertain tomorrow’s existence
42
Time without any reason attacks you unawares, my love!
Enjoy this intoxicating wine bubbling like ruby roses now;
This earthen vessel for sure decays into dust; not a gold lump to allow,
To be buried now and to be retrieved by people in later days somehow!
43
When God created us, He seemed to have written on our fore-heads up,
To me to be intoxicated by this great wine, O beloved! For you to fill this cup
With the wine waters of love flowing out of the broken banks of the sum up
Heart ponds; dear, hand over me the goblet drawn to the brim with grape pulp
44
Why crave for the unseen waters from the heavenly brook
Given by the celestial nymphs? The sweet grape wine you invoke
Into me in the early morning any day proves better! Hey, look!
The rumour says, your slaves are the kings of all corners and nook!
45
How can one compare your beautiful face to the crystal glass of Zamshed?
Treading on your path even the death transforms into full span of life ahead,
Millions of young Suns take bath in the radiance of your pink rose feet red,
This small life of mine shall glow vivid with the suffusion of your radiance shed!

25

46

47

48

49

50

26

46
You got angry and sulked that i touched your fore-locks soon
Why, my heart got caught in the sturdy net of that crescent moon
To retrieve my heart i just tried my best, calm, humble and no swoon
Instead of pitying me, why you scare me with your piercing looks of harpoon?
47
The crystal glass filled to the brim, with its ruby lips blaze
Gave me a kiss to inflame jealousy in your rosy face glaze
Call me not Omar Khayyam if I fail to drink its blood in rage
Don’t i know that it is sin to touch any other woman even in craze?
48
My mind that enjoys the voluptuous coolness of love vine
It is now weeping in your separation, o dear maiden of wine!
You are the sweetest medicine to the travellers like me, i release mine
To live at your feet, come, save this tiny life in thirst, with hopes of divine.
49
A lamp of love, your tender feet, roots of a vine, i would like to kiss,
Other girls’ sweet lips cannot be compared to it in giving such bliss,
O dear, in nights, for a companion i look for you in vain and hiss,
With ruined hopes and in shame i spend my daytime in dire distress.
50
Longing for you my mind became week and fragile,
Where ever you go i determined to follow you agile,
Many a one loved you collapsed, with your exit awhile;
Again you returned, now, how many die at your altar febrile!

27

51

52

53

54

55

28

51
This tender beautiful body of yours becomes dust before long
And transform into diverse shaped pots and vessels of throng
Philosophers do not believe in this cycle, so, to let this mind come along
Bathe it in the ancient intoxicating ruby wine, to compose the heavenly song
52
An age old caravanserai is this infinite universe, a brilliant rest house
To that house both dawns are the gorgeous doors; kings, gentle and louse,
Emperors, Bahrams, Zamsheds in millions enjoyed their stay in no grouse
And left to unknown destinations, giving place to other sojourners to browse
53
The sky is a beautiful blue song; a bright lamp bridge
Is the Sun; this world is a screen picture; the shadows at edge
Are the human beings; the wheel of time is the gleaming judge
To all that exists; the movement is an ancient life energy sledge
54
How can you break the screen of Time, and
Which has no beginning, middle or end?
How life has come here, where it goes after this bend,
Who can answer this perennial question, none can comprehend?
55
We can never decipher its secret code,
The secret of Time is unrevealed on this road,
Behind the screen you and I may be diverse hoard
That difference disintegrates once the screen is lifted broad.

29

56

57

58

58

60

30

56
Like a little bird i flew in to the undisclosed sky
Served small and big seers and sages gone by
But nobody seemed to know the inside secret, why?
So retreated my way, back to square one, again to try!
57
Spending the entire life in quest of truth and to preach,
The essential string, did anybody ever tried to touch?
Today is like yesterday, tomorrow just like today, so much
Then, how to get to the fruit that lies beyond one’s reach?
58
The learned man and polymath, an expert in all sciences
The lamp of knowledge and a pundit in many lore and nuances
Finding no way in the pitch dark night, loses nerves and senses
Flees in fear hither and thither, finally drops his life and pretences
59
All my life i spent my time in deciphering the mystic keys
Of many sciences and i thought i understood the hills and valleys;
Satisfied, when i opened my eyes of knowledge, on the galleys
Of the world, to find that i know nothing plain about anything that rallies
60
All these gentlemen that preceded us ripe,
Lying still, in deep profound sleep gripe,
Dear girl, hear this from the drunkard of life pipe,
All their teachings are just hollow and trifle tripe!
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They scorned me saying i am a dreamer- philosopher
If they knew an atom of my reeling mind’s behaviour
They desist; now, arrived at this house of pain and labour,
God knows my mind, but, no human knows the secrets of life’s ardour!
62
Why describe in detail the exquisiteness
-Of flowers and their rosy red cheeks loveliness?
Otherwise how wise miss this pleasure-house stylishness?
Then, why the Creator created me in this fashion passionless?
63
Expecting what, he brought me to this earth?
Disgusted with what, he wishes me to leave this berth?
Impossible to think about God’s play; our arrivals and departures unearth
Nothing; the profit to this life is the life itself, the secret of death and birth.
64
Sowed a seed in the waters of non-existence as ‘I’
To it gave life with the flame of compassion and kind eye
Then I roamed around like a restless wind and with what clay and dye
He made this pot prone for breakings, once dropped becomes dust and die!
65
If i were given a choice, I wouldn’t believe
To come over here; if i come then i won’t leave;
If that is possible on this stupid earth sleeve,
It is better to exist without birth or death as reprieve!
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Alas! The principle amount gone out of the hands steep
Expended are the men, lying on the death bed in profound sleep
Waited for ages to know the whereabouts of the house of death deep
But could not, from the sojourners of the day to the death-house heap
67
The pot-maker never wishes to destroy the vessel, baked with own hands
Then, God, after making this earthen body and limbs with subtle bonds
Exquisite shape and in his own image, nectar in lips and love in heart strands
Why He destroy his creation, like a madman breaking the pots on stands?
68
From Earth to Saturn i resolved the entire predicament
Became a prisoner to the wicked men with evil commitment
Came out victorious tearing down the barricades of confinement
But, tired in toto, to get out of the secret bonds of death’s garment
69
It is said, men are destined to die, and it is the same flight
From Baghdad or Balki, Travelling between dark and light
We drop into the dust and the moon wanders smiling right
On our graves, so, stop worrying; fill the glass to the brim in delight
70
Impossible to fathom the depth of the vessel of Time, o dear, hearken!
On wickedness this world stands firm, no agony comes near to this tavern
Do not weep, moan, or cry when death offers you his darkest red wine
You, I and everyone must taste that in Time as it passes by with concern.
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I do not have an iota of fear about death, How to get on
With this present life is my main concern; me left my life plan
With God, if he knocks my door and demands his money at dawn
I shall be happy to heap the gold dinars at his divine feet, well drawn
72
Well before Time gets angry and restless and rise
Better to have a moonlight party with wine and wise;
When death stands at the door, not a wink of time to apprise,
He allows not even a mouthful of water to drink or any exercise;
73
Boon or curse let that remain in the dust of this earth
O beautiful! Steal the kisses hidden in her rosy cheeks of mirth
And enjoy this sweet drink; no need of any rituals or prayers, all myth;
Dig me! Did any old traveller returned back from the garden of death?
74
Every time and every word you speak of heaven with high praise,
In the illusion of visiting celestial nymphs, ambrosia and paradise,
Don’t you see, those are available at hand in this tavern in disguise?
Like fools, why search for ghee throwing out butter in hand, unwise?
75
Some say, the festival meeting of the celestial nymphs is a visual blend
But, I declare this intoxication with strong red ruby wine is the best find
Why bargain for the loan beyond means? Try with cash at your hand
The melodious music of far, reached you now, No tarrying! Dear friend!
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Some disgusted lover, thought this earth, a dungeon, in his trance
And dreamt, may be, a paradise where fair fairies frolic and dance;
But, the music in the meadows, and the magnificently splendid dawns,
We enjoy here every day, in which way, inferior to heaven, by any chance?
77
Neither i can say yes, nor can I say no, to a question about heaven
They say that everyone goes there after death but confirmation none,
Once death conquers who is who to whom! Why waste words of unproven?
Dear girl! Let this world transform into that mythical heaven by this tavern.
78
The wine that gurgles and splashes in the crystal glass
And the flute song that burgles the minds of the rank and class,
Both are with me, then what loss i incur, dear lass! In a moment less
Or more, with half open eyelids, i shall overcome the precious time loss .
79
Many holes and tears i found in my shredded hope
Even then i cannot stop the habit of drinking dope
Those dervishes believe in nothing except the wine lope
Amazing are their actions, no money but full merry slope
80
Day in day out i drink but preach no eddy correcting moral
And embrace the warmth of the glorious grape wine, no swirl
Either i savour the sweet nectar from the lips of my beloved girl
Or, get intoxicated with the foaming wine of this tavern twirl.
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Drinking wine without blinking, said mine enemies in a fit
-‘Ah! Don’t touch the wine goblet used by that heretic nitwit!’
I say, i shall drink the blood of those idiots, who tried to frame me in it
An accepted norm it is, to kill the wicked, and, to protect the just, a way bit!
82
When offered this divine wine, you boast that –‘drinking is a sin
And never indulged in that one-‘, committing cruel deeds everyday in
And day out far worse; Do sham attires remove the stains of falsehood din?
You drink the blood of mankind; i savour this blood red grape wine in this inn.
83
Covering the body with tattered rags, claiming themselves as dervishes
Some wicked people deceive men of their money and matters; me relishes
This foaming wine, but desist deceit; sir! If enjoying the services and wishes
Of wine and women is a sin, then why crave for the far placed paradise rushes?
84
Dear Sir! For God’s sake leave us here; for you silence is golden;
Just do not speak your mind; we are on the right path well trodden
Your vision is at fault that’s why you see the way as crooked one
Apply collyrium to your eyes; you and your looks do better then.
85
To sit in style and rest on the soft beds and pillows of flowers
And to enjoy the warmth of bubbling wine and wild talk, the lovers
Of tavern arrive here; but, because it is on the way if somebody hovers
And speak morals they shall be neither here nor there and lose their covers.
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Sound, sight, taste, smell and touch with these entire five senses trove
The creator marvellously built this infinite world and then what drove
Him to sculpt the mind of man with a hard rock? A fool too cannot crave
Without a congenial heart, to enjoy the sweetness and amity of mutual love
87
In the temple of clay, wood and stones, what would you gain?
If you have a tender heart, fall in love with a beautiful maiden!
Instead of lifeless stones thousand lying still, a spirited well spoken
Heart is better anytime, any place that exudes love and affection!
88
O God! Instead of praying in a temple where you exist not,
It is better to bray truth in a house of wine or a tavern spot;
You are the beginning and the end; you are the creator hot,
You are the fate, you are the Lord of life and death and what not?
89
Some pass time with endless talks of religion, law and youth
Some with infinite doubts inundate their lives in vain couth
Some leave in between with disgust like a confused sleuth
Never have they found the way that guides them to the house of truth.
90
Last time i entered a mosque to steal a pair of shoes
They became old and useless; i returned once more that shows
Not my reverence to God, or to pacify my agitating mind or woes;
When you die, you too leave prayers like shoes and move into shadows.
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Those that enjoy the delicious bubbling red grape juice,
And those that pray the gods in temples with much prejudice,
All swept away in the floods of time, none reached the dry lands or ice,
Except one, all drowned in the waters of big sleep forever, wise or vice.
92
Who is that potter that mixed the clay and ash to make this pot of broth?
Who is that weaver that put the warp and weft in place to weave this cloth?
Who is that scribe that scribbled the good and bad on my forehead swath?
He is the perpetrator for all my doings, good or evil, all his mercy and wrath!
93
Why worry, O Khayyam! Having done a sin and repenting later!
No use of that remorse; stop crying over the spilled wine and water!
If nobody does a sin what is the use of His mercy, He forgives all, no matter!
God is compassionate; He exonerates all your sins; be happy and go chatter!
94
Show me one who doesn’t commit mistake?
O God! Once i come there you punish me for whose sake?
Why all this sound and fury? Are we both not the offenders of this bake?
Show me the difference between you and me, Am I not your remake?
95
When i was in deep sleep, you left me on this earth bay.
Sanctioned me pleasures in my grief and again you say‘I punish you for your sins’; this strategy of yours, Palatable in no way
To us who crave thy divine mercy; are you not punishable for your play?
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Most compassionate and merciful you are; O God! if i depart
From my vices and misdeeds, who will be there to look up and impart
Your kindness! I committed all these sins to prove the unsurpassed part
That you are sympathetic; is repentance not enough to avoid that hell-mart?
97
If what they pronounce is true, you are the most compassionate one,
Then, why do you turn away people from the Hiram’s pleasure garden?
If you come only to rescue your devotees, that is not mercy; if asks someone
Does your infant need milk, more than your cows, what to say to that one?
98
Dazzling, dark curls dangling over her beautiful forehead
The maiden, most mesmerizing and voluptuous one, you created,
Is it fair to pass strictures to look at her visage, as a crime to be punished?
It is as good as offering child sweets and not allowing him to eat wide-eyed!
99
You made this human enamoured by this brilliant wine and conveyed
Him to this earth’s paradise; all the stimulants are here to draw and shed
This fragile mind; Then you say you have to answer with your head
You are the law and law-breaker; judge and reprobate; o God, go ahead!
100
Criticism excelled, wisdom was visible, and you made the world dim
Of the masters of all sciences and books to wither in poverty brim;
To the devotees, in their folded hands, the lightning slides fast and grim,
Why you sanction riches to the wicked people? The sin is yours to trim.
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Dear girl! If i too have the power of creating this world like Divinity
I wish to reform this sinful, evil propagating, cruel humanity
Into a more civilised society, where kind, compassionate, amity
Natured people live happily ever after in peace and prosperity;
102
Do you wish to recreate this world-tree of poisonous nature?
Do it quickly accepting my proposal of reorganizing its culture!
If you wish to strike my name off from that list, or structure,
Do it, or increase my life-span for hundred years, let me see the picture!
103
All our desires are a mixture of happiness and grief
The most sweet grape juice shall has its sourness brief
The gracious red roses have thorns but to possess those grants relief
The comb suffers cuts by the saw but excels in the hair locks of a lady chief ;
104
If the rich men doesn’t hoard money and distribute
This world shall be a paradise to the poor and destitute
When roses open their sacks of gold, whole forest of bluebells pay tribute
Of smiles in jubilation, stretching their arms widespread, in joy contribute;
105
The shy shining rose said with tears rolling on her cheeks late,
‘Not caring for my beauty they enquire about the fragrance crate’-;
‘Now a feast, tomorrow all waste, it is the handiwork of the fate’-,
Said nightingale in its most mellifluous note, sorrowful but great.
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Very hot and fierce that arrow from the bow of time
Save yourself from the flames of its stony arrow heads prime
Fate spoils the fertile land by spilling sand and stone of lime
In bad times even the almond sweet becomes lethal food slime
107
Under the control of Fate, without your appeal
Sorrows and pleasures come and go no big deal,
Even your enemy is Rustum don’t get nervous and weal
Even he is a friend of Tai don’t indulge in feasts and meal.
108
A little dry bread once in two days to quench
The hunger and a pot full of cool water to drench
The thirst is fair enough; why bow your hands to any crunch
And why work like a slave in somebody’s land or trench?
109
In the ink-bottles of poison and ambrosial property
Fate dips its pen and scribbles on one’s fore-head moiety.
Neither can it be washed off by the tears of poverty
Nor by the repentance of a great devotee in piety.
110
Accept whatever comes to you with humility
You cannot decide about what comes to you as felicity,
Or misery; Even the sky cannot help you in futility
It is hanging upside down itself, in its facility.
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Everyone is a pawn on this chess-board here; Days and
Nights are the white and black squares; even the king of land
Is moved like a servant from square to square; fate is the player around;
Later kills one by one and throws them in the deep burial box underground.
112
Khayyam who makes tents with the cloth of wisdom
Today got burnt in the flames of misery and grief kingdom;
Death with his big scissors cut the main rope of the tent and freedom;
It sold you for a meagre cent in the world market to the cruel fate at random.
113
Friends and companions are not here anymore, the spell
Of youthful spring gone shaking down the flowers from the dell;
Life became drab; wine too touched the bottom; not aware well
Of the coming and going of the day; hushed is the bird of joy in this swell.
114
To the morals that leave the arena during spring flower bloom
I did handover the leaves of my splendid life’s book in an arcane gloom
Now my heart is bitten by the serpent of grief; to revive it i need a boom
Of this great medicine of wine, to renovate this aged body to youthful groom.
115
Yesterday night in a peaceful mind I visited the tavern
My beloved wine girl brought me a jarful of splendid wine
i said no, in a plaintive mood and tone; and left the decision
On that adored Lord, to order or not to order is the question.
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With a deep sigh, touching tenderly the brim of the goblet
To my lips she said about her situation; like you in the chalet
i was happy and all smiles of roses in full bloom, that is past, let
It go! If you lose life will it come back? Dear, leave not my amity mallet.
117
Might be the goblet too; fell in deep love with her, taking chances
And got detained by the manacles of that brilliant maiden’s glances
That got concentrated at the neck of that wine jar carved with lances
And joined the neck of her with hidden joy like me looking for romances;
118
I found a renowned potter yesterday in the market street kneading
The soft clay and pounding the earthen mass with his feet smothering
And squeezing; It said to him in its plaintive voice-‘be gentle, O sibling,
Don’t you know me? Just like you, I was once so handsome and ravishing;
119
How long do you wish to continue this business of bringing the clay
Mixed with human traces and knead it into pots and vessels at bay?
You fail to understand the truth because of your ignorance and way,
That dust is the head of the Farid, this is the hand of the dervish, I say!
120
The pots, jars and vessels some talkative, some dumb and slow
Stocked in a corner in thousands, started speaking out to me in flow,
‘Where were those potters that made and sold us in the streets, high and low?’
Which land they went? If you know any news or rumour, please let us know!
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Why do you go without looking at me? Am i not beautiful?
Why everybody laughs at my lameness?- Cried one cripple truthful;
-The same potter made me, maybe he was drunk and bellyful
His hand must have shaken, in his stupor, he pressed me baleful.
122
O dear potter! Hear me! Hearken my wish; from the clay of my grave
Make many pots, jars and bricks with utmost skill and sell them with a stave
To the tavern, to be filled with sparkling glorious ruby red wine of rave,
With that tender touch of the grape juice, i shall be speaking truth and behave;
123
Wash my dead body wet with the streams of red ruby grape wine,
Bury me, in the casket prepared with the dry twigs of grape vine,
Sprinkle wine drops profusely on my bones and burial mound shrine
Tomorrow one can recognise me at a tavern or on her feet, as dust fine;
124
I was a disciple to the best teachers of god-send
Became a teacher to thousands of disciples as a trend.
I shall be conversing with them from the death bed legend,
I was born in the dust, and fly high in the wind in the end.
125
Dear Khayyam! Your tent may be the sky infinite
Without any rent it may be quite serene and quiet
But, Time maiden can blew it like bubbles, in any minute
With Khayyams thousand in it, by its stormy wine goblet.
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In praise of Khayyam
O my dear Omar Khayyam! You left this world many years ago aplomb
Your beloved wine girl Saki, is asleep in the Mother earth’s womb
Even your hometown Nishapur is now in unidentified ruins! Your tomb
Is uncertain; only your poetry Rubaiyat remain forever without any comb
For your adeptness in mathematics, astronomy and wisdom
The Seljuk Sultan Jalal-al-Din-Malik honoured you in his kingdom
You have mastered Greek philosophy and sciences with freedom
But your name and fame remained forever because of your poetic stardom.
Countless were the astronomers and astrologists august,
But how many lived like you as a rationalist fearless and honest?
All of them were born and dead like the grass in paradise dust
For us you gave the poetry wine in its best under the flower vines nest.
Whether we like your philosophy and principles or not
Whenever we think of that smiling wine girl Saki in that spot
And her pleasing looks takes away the strain of the daily strife hot
Sanctions joy and happiness a blessing for us all at this time of life slot.
A wanderer roaming in the sandy paths of desert, suffering from thirst
Is about to die, reached a stream when fortune smiled on him as a burst;
Likewise your poetry is that type of cool clear water stream; which first
Quenches the thirst of the people with minds in jam and predicament worst.
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In the green meadows of Telugu gardens I established 'The Tavern's stand
High and stocked them full in the casks with the poetry wine of Khayyam Brand
and Roses, bulbul- nightingales, goblets and glasses and the lovely grand
Maiden Saki in her best charms to make this earth a paradise in Telugu land.
I made this poem sweeter and melodious than the original Persian form
By adding and subtracting a few here and there to enhance the native charm
Causing no harm to your original idea farm, and strained myself, O Khayyam!
Now your name shall be everlasting on this land of Andhra like a blessed storm
Like the invisible commonplace thread when honoured by the precious pearls
Becomes a priceless pearl necklace that dances on the breasts of young girls
O Khayyam! Your poetry possesses tender, soft, mystic thought murals
On the elegiac string is an invaluable treasure to all the discerned reader earls
In the early morning dawn, the gentle breeze touches in silence
The petals of the blooming flowers to fall on your tomb with reverence
The Bulbul song birds perching on the Rose bushes sing your eminence
Forever; O Khayyam! I wish to say good-bye, grant me the acquiescence
★★★★★
In the beginning of my sparkling youthful life
She loved me with all her heart my affectionate wife
Stayed with me for eleven years in pleasures and strife
This poetry book is an elegy in her memory as my wife and life.
✤✤✤✤✤✤
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